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LINGO SOFTWARE 
AND OUICKBOOKS 

KEEP DATA CONNECTED 
Integrated EDI is not only important, it's vital as your 

business grows. With eZCom and QuickBooks 
functioning together, you can expect accurate 

inventory and accounting updates 
across all your sales channels. 

Retail Moves 
Fast 
So we do, too 

Since the retail marketplace is constantly evolv
ing, we are always enhancing Lingo, our 
cloud-based software. Our developers add new 
features so it integrates seamlessly with other 
applications, and our mapping of Trading Part
ners never stops. Responsive and nimble with a 
laser focus on supply chain management, we 
bring an unmatched level of expertise to EDI and 
ecommerce. 

Custom Integration Flow 
~ Integrate Lingo orders into QuickBooks Sales Orders 

~ Create your invoices in Lingo or in QuickBooks - it auto 
matically syncs to both so you can work th e way t hat you 
prefer 

~ Ensures th e integrity of your invoice numbers whether you 
use Quickbooks or Lingo to assign them 

~ Integrate as many retailers and order channels as you like 
at no extra charge 

~ Create payments from the EDI remittance advice docu
ment 

~ Lingo Connector: 
If you rely on Intuit QuickBooks - QuickBooks Desktop, Quick
Books Online, or QuickBooks POS to manage your business, you 
want an EDI platform that makes connections seamless and 
straightforward, allowing you to keep your inventory informa
tion up-to-date and your accounting under control. 

~ Why Choose Us? 
Together with QuickBooks, we offer a powerful system that au
tomates transactions to reduce the errors manual entry can 
create. Quickbooks can be configured for full automation when 
integrated with Lingo, where the data is exchanged without the 
need for manual input. It all works to improve compliance with 
your Trading Partners and enhance your most important busi
ness relationships. 

Save Hours of Your Time 
~ No more manual entry of invoice numbers - save time 

with batch processing 

~ Reduce keying errors, dramatically increase accuracy and 
operational efficiency 

~ Customize your document processing to match your pre
fer red workflow 

~ Take advantage of Lingo's double validation retailer com

pliance checking 
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